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Up to now traffic conflict techniqUe in Austria was used in 

three areas: 

o Modification of dangerous spots in the road network 

(Vienna city highway, network of transit roads through 

Austria; using on-the-spot-observations). 

o Quantitativ2 and qualitativa.description of performance 

of individuáls.and analysis of the validityof indoor-test 

data, referring to the driving behavior as a criterion 

(using observations out of the subjects"cars). 

o Description of the behavior of groups :1 traffic 

participants. 

Diagnosis and Modification of Dangerous Spots 

For the diagnosis and structural modification of dangerous spots 

in the road network we uselon-the-spot-o-zservations, collecting 

as man y data as possible abo:t the behavior of the involved 

subject= before  the conflict:, thus tryin3 to get _ome information 

about the traffic-conflicts":auses. As m:st important we consider 

the question, if th= so-called "evasive action" is a reaction to 

an unexzected act cf other r=ad participants or part.  of a misleading 

communi=ation proces, thus =robably not representing a real traffic- 

conflict (though, 7.aybe, a =onflict in the sociol:gical meaning). 

Individual Driving Performanze 

In order to be able to judge individual driving performance, dat 

concerning the folio-ging variables ware 'tc be colle=ted(out of 

the sub'ect's car): 

- Communication processes with other road-users 

- Erroneous behavior 

Traffic-ccnflicts 

Communication Processes 

are defined as action-reaction-chains to clarify a situation, 

without the efforts of the traffic participants necessarily being 



successful; it is possible, within a communication process, that 

one traffic participant forces the other one to set an evasive 

action in order to prevent an accident. It is up to the observer, 

though, to decide, if a reaction is an expected consequence 

for the reacting person or if it resulted of a behavior not 

to be expected, thus being a real emergency action. 

• 

Erroneous Behavior 

Searching for types of behavior which lead to traffic conflicts, 

or to accidents one would expect an accident to have been pre-

ceeded by danger=us behavior (e.g. behavior that heft no salety 

margin or behavi:r that left the outcome tochance, thus increasing 

the probability :5 an accident). As a rule, behavior not consonant 

with traffic regulations is at the same time dang-Irous behavior, 

e.g., iznoring a red-traffic light within the conlinesof urban 

areas where stru:tures impede the field of vision is indeed 

always dangerous. But there are situations where illegal behavior 

does not seem tc be dangerous: As an eKample o'ne has only t: thin'< 

of speeding on an empty and clean two :r three lane road. 	when 

trying 73 identily types of behavior which lead to accident_ one 

will ha-.-e to consider both loa.2"  'tY as well as the degree cl danger 
coincident to any certain behavior as two important aspects. 

A third aspect certainly is the ability of road-users to 

communicate with other road-users in a way that exoludes 

misunderstandings, including the 	to recognize the in tention 

of others: Behavior that leads to misunderstandinzs or beha-.-ior 

that is caused by misunderstanding most probably represents 

danger. 

Traffic conflict appear as a consequence of erroneous beha7ior 

of either the observed subject or another traffic Participa:nt. 

This statement is not to be seen as an axiom: In some cases there 

certainly are structural reasons .for traffic conflicts without 

the conflict its elf being the fault of one of the traffic par-

ticipants. But we don't think, that this is the rule. 
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Erroneous behavior and traffic conflicts- to be observed roughly 

in a ratio of ten to one - are approximately poisson distributed. 

Taking that kind cf distribution into consider.ation we develcDed, 

in Vienna, a probabilistic model.in order to compare different 

amounts of critica: events. It showed, that the amount of conflicts 

which a subject gets involved in correlates with some variables 

of the driver record as well as with other behavioral data. 

Table 1 	Correlations between conflicts, accident-record and 

other behavioral variables collected during the test ride. 
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Table 2 Distribution of traffic conflicts in reference to 

"drivinz marks" agreed on by -.wo observers ("1" beng 
"very z::d" and "5" *Deing "very bad" dri..- ing perf:rmance). 
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We also cculd find and proof relations between the results of the 

.test-rides and some results of'the indocr-testing. 

Table 3 	Correlations between the amount of traffic-conflicts 

during the test ride anl some.test variables. 
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Age Ia -24 25-34 35-44 LE-59 60- 

of participaticn 
	70 

in c:nflict-solvdng 
80 79 70 38 

Typical . Behavior of Groups of Traffic Participants 

Using observations out of the subject's car it is possible to 

find characteristical types of Sehavior of groups of traffic 

participants - of course -he sample has to 	enough. 

A very important element of behavior is the solution 

of conflicts: E.g., which evasive action is set and by whom is 

the evasive action set in order to prevent a ccnflict from 

beir.g  transformed into an accident. 

For example, looking at elderly car-drivers,we sound out that in 

coniparison to other age groups their participation in solving 

conflicts is quite low (s=e table 4). 

Table 4 	Percentage of participation in solving the traffic-

conflicts an inddvidual is involved in 

This results caused some 1:11ow-up studies in -,- _erna, the adm 

of which is to fdnd out t'ne reasons for the decreasing participation 

in c:nflict solving specially, and may.ze in prcl- lem solving 

generally, of eld.arly roa = .users. 




